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Abstract

neurons was observed in the patients with the

Huaier

(Trametes robiniophila murr) provides

hereditary mutated EGFR, and receptor tyrosine

significant efficacy not only on cancer, but also

kinases such as c-MET, HER2/neu (erbB2), Htt,

various physiological disorders caused by disrupted

Parkin, APP, SOD1, ALS2, and many oncogenes and

transcriptional

signaling

tumour suppressor genes. The similar compensation

pathways. In the process of MEGA-DATA analysis

has been also reported in the patients with Huaier and

of human transcriptomes, we observed impaired

conventional chemotherapy using platinum (II)

signal transfer in the central and peripheral nervous

complex. Huaier treatment prevented those patients

systems. Here we demonstrate the details of

from pathogenesis, but influenced to cause mild

molecular systems to compensate impaired neural

depression. The epigenetic potential seems to

transmission, especially by mutated transcripts

influence the pathogenicity in these hereditary

correlated with neurodegenerative alterations. These

mutations, and that typically observed in the defects

significant rescue of signal transfer inter/intra

in DNA mismatch repair systems. With KEGG

control

on

multiple
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pathway characterization, Huaier showed significant

At the beginning of our investigation on molecular

effects on the retrieval of normal function inter/intra

basis of anti-cancer efficacy of Huaier, we used

neurons. Although we have observed only one case

transgenic Drosophila flies with overexpressing non-

successfully recovered from Parkinson’s disease, the

phosphorylatable Yorkie (Yki:V5S168A) as a cancer

further roles of each representative molecules have

model [3]. This model was later revealed to be useful

not yet defined, and no changes identified in the

to screen the candidate compound for amyotrophic

mechanism

and

lateral sclerosis (ALS), however, nearly 5 years’

study

research resulted in vain. Recently, it was broad-cast

demonstrated detailed molecules and signaling

announced that the one of medicine for Alzheimer’s

pathways involved in the onset of neurodegenerative

disease might delay the onset for several months, but

diseases, and the significant effects of Huaier to

also emphasize that they could not identify no

retain and rescue the impaired neurotransmission and

possible candidate drugs, even by the screening of

signal transfer. Neurodegenerative damages are

thousands and thousands compounds in vitro.

inevitably caused by chemical administration, and

Simultaneously with our genome scope project from

also by ageing process. However, it is emphasized

2018 [4-10], we always anticipated to have a clue for

that, by 2 years’ of Huaier treatment, Huaier could

the treatment of ALS, and other neurodegenerative

cope with the severity and onset of the diseases.

diseases such as Huntington’s disease, Alzheimer’s

of

transcription

mutations

processes.

in

translation

The

present

disease, and also Parkinson’s disease.
Keywords: Huaier (Trametes robiniophila murr);
cancer

therapy;

(Alzheimer’s’

neurodegenerative

disease,

Huntington’s

diseases,

diseases

Parkinson’s
and

diseases,

amyotrophic

lateral

sclerosis); neural transmitters and signal transfer
pathways;

EGFR,

epidermal

growth

factor

In contrast, currently cancer becomes controllable
disease, with a combination of modern technology of
surgical

dissection,

immunotherapy,

targeting

and

effective

radiology,
conventional

receptor (ErbB-1, HER1 in humans); c-MET, tyrosine-

chemotherapy with supplemental Huaier treatment [6,

protein

factor

8, 9]. Huaier was defined as effective for cancer

receptor (HGFR); HER2/neu; receptor tyrosine-protein

prevention with a small dose (3g per day) [4], and

kinase erbB-2, (former CD340); SLC6A4 solute carrier

also regulates iPS/ES production and normal

family 6 member 4 (Htt; Huntington’s disease); APP

differentiation for the regeneration of damaged

(glycoprotein

tissues [8, 9].

kinase

Met or hepatocyte

amyloid-beta

SOD1(superoxide

dismutase

growth

precursor
gene);

protein);

ALS2

(Alsin

GTPase underlying in hereditary amyotrophic lateral

The

sclerosis); platinum （II） complex (FORLFIRINOX)

neurodegenerative diseases then remains unsolved,

demand

for

a

solution

to

major

not to say a solution to prevention of stress
accumulation by ageing. It is very strange to find that

Introduction
of

a final goal resembles very much to rejuvenescence

neurodegenerative diseases are the topics in medical

or immortality, just the same objective ordered by

science [1, 2]. There are abundant failed promises,

Qin Shi Huang, the first Emperor in Qin dynasty, at

and the solution has not been obtained yet.

B.C. 247−210 [11-14]． Surprisingly, the outcome of

The

successful

treatment

and

prevention

the ancient expedition was Huaier, which contributed
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contribution

to

disturbance in signal transfer network in neurons,
represented by the mutations in HTT (Huntington’s;

immortality.

SLC6A4 solute carrier family 6 member 4 [22]);
In our genome scope project, we happened to identify

5HTT; OCD1; SERT; 5-HTT; SERT1; hSERT; 5-

the remarkable genetic alterations in meningioma

HTTLPR which encodes an integral membrane

patient [7]. This patient had a long history of many

protein that transports the neurotransmitter serotonin

sufferings irrelevant each other, such as migraine

from synaptic spaces into presynaptic neurons.

headache, symptoms from hormonal discoordination,
mild depression, continuous skin rashes (occasionally

Similar down-regulation in neural transmission and

appeared in different places), symptoms from

signal transfer was observed in the patients treated

accumulated stresses such as hepatic dysfunction,

with

sleep disorders. The memory loss was often

FOLFOX6, and Cisplatin) [6, 23-25]. The molecular

observed, which leads her to a lack of conformity to

basis for the severe adverse events by those platinum

social expectations. Until present time, Huaier

(II) complex therapy was begun with the total

treatment (20g per day for 2 years) resulted in 1)

destruction of RNA synthesis, followed by massive

swift recovery of the injury by surgical operation, and

down-regulation of transcripts in every signaling

2) the prevention of the recurrence, as frequently

pathway, especially in signal transfer in central and

observed in similar cases in Japan.

peripheral nervous systems within 90 days. Huaier

platinum

(II)

complex

(FORFIRINOX,

successfully recoverd the impaired function by 60g
The identified mutations were identified among all
the

members

of

the epidermal

growth

receptor (EGFR; ErbB-1; HER1 in

factor

closely related receptor tyrosine kinases: EGFR
HER2/neu (ErbB-2), Her

3 (ErbB-3)

and Her 4 (ErbB-4) [7, 15-20]. Huaier influenced a
broad spectrum of impaired systems including; cell
growth and differentiation; proliferation; survival;
mortality; angiogenesis; for the control of carcer
progression

and

apoptosis;

chemoresistance;

per day for an year [6].

humans),

among ErbB family of receptors, a subfamily of four

(ErbB-1),

per day administration for 6 months, followed by 20g

tumorigenesis,

together

with

cytokine-cytokine

receptor interaction; for cancer treatment, mismatch
repair; nucleotide excision repair systems; for
prevention of carcinogenesis and stem cell control,
together with neural transmitter and signal transfer

The present study, together with the former paper
[6], demonstrates

the

related

molecules

and

siganaling pathways for compensation of impaired
signal transfer inter/intra neurons in the central and
peripheral nervous systmes. Huaier administration
contributed

to

the

rescue

of

impaired

cell

communication systems by influencoing a wide
variety of signal transferring pathways. The treatment
focused on specified target molecules should have a
certain limitation to influence all these alterations,
some with up-rebulation, and the others with downregulation at a time. There are scarce medicine or
candidate compounds even for mutated EGFR and
receptor tyrosine kinases. The present study thus

intra/inter neurons [9].

provides a clue for the demand for successful
treatment and prevention of neurodegenerative
Surprisingly,

by

the

screening

of

KEGG

diseases by Huaier.

characterization analysis [21], we identified severe
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Materials and Methods

using nuclear cell components in peripheral blood

Project Design and patients’ profile

rapidly reflects the biophysiological changes, and that

The present study specifically focussed on Huaier

more sensitive to monitor the course of any treatment

effects to the neurological

than any other samples such as dissected organs.

characterization

and

systems.

information

Patients’

have

been
Total RNA and small RNA analysis

introduced previously [4].

RNA extraction, miRNA library construction, and
the

Total RNA- and small non-coding RNA-sequencing

manufacturer for this purpose with a strict control on

on the MGISEQ-2000 and BGISEQ-500 platform

transfer to Japan, good condition for maintenance,

[26, 27] were processed in BGI, Shenzhen, China, as

and provision to the patient volunteers, just as the

descrived

same as the previous reports.

bioinformatics work was also processed in BGI,

Huaier

compounds

were

provided

by

previously

[4-10].

The

subseuent

Shenzhen, China. The detailed protocols were
provided
The present study was strictly conducted according to

and

demonstrated

at

BGI

website:

http://www.bgitechsolutions.com/.

the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and the
principles of good clinical practice [4-10]. Written
informed consent was obtained from the patients.

The identified DEGs (differentially expressed genes)

This clinical research was applied according to the

and DESs (differentially expressed small RNAs)

Consolidated Standards of Clinical Research Trials

were analyzed between samples and do clustering

guidelines and was applied to the Japanese Medical

analysis and functional annotations.

Association on 9th February 2018, and approved on
5th March, 2018 (ID: JMA-IIA00335). The project
has been strictly conducted with a monthly review by
the ethics committee consisted by the experts on
Medicine,

Nursing,

Laws,

Pharmaceutics

and

Business Community (first committee held on 9th
February, 2018).

With quantitative analysis of DEGs, we performed
Gene

Ontology (GO)

classification

by

three

categories of molecular biological function, cellular
component
consideration

and
of

biological
time

process,
course

of

with

a

Huaier

administration. We also analysed every signal
transduction

pathway

by

KEGG

pathway

We used Huaier compounds as complementary

classification (https://www.genome.jp/kegg/) [21].

therapy, without any chemotherapy and radiotherapy

Furthermore, we applied the enrichment analysis of

which disrupt the molecular systems. Only surgical

DEG in KEGG database.

operation was allowed if applicable, even in the
period of during Huaier therapy. We thus planned
and initiated an open-style, before-after controlled
study, using peripheral blood as sampling materials
to understand the almost all molecular events in each
Huaier taking patient. The sampling materials were

The obtained novel transcripts and small nuclear noncoding RNA have been deposited to The NCBI GEO
(GSE157086), and continuously up-loaded with
newly identified sequences throughout the project
period [4-10].

total blood, the same as reported previously [4-10].
To compare with the other sampling, RNA extraction
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Results

level in the end. Of course, the symptoms and

Once case of recovery observed in the patient

disorders were all disappeared. We could not identify

diagnosed as Parkinson’s disease

the molecular mechanisms underneath of the Huaier

The successful recovery of one case diagnosed by

effect in this patient in 2015, since it was before the

Parkinson’s disease was shown in Fig. 1. One patient

beginning of our genome scope project.

of 87 years’ old female also had a familial liver
dysfunction. She was administered several drugs by
as many independent clinics. As shown in Fig. 1,
striking improvement was observed within one night
after 3g of Huaier administration, and finally,

The result seemed to be dependent not only from
Huaier treatment, but also from the withdrawal of the
other

chemical

administration.

The

patient

maintained a good condition up to 2021.

succeeded to rescue liver function within normal

Figure 1: The time course of the blood test results. Huaier administration was indicated by arrows.
transfer

In Fig. 2A, panels explained the Huaier effects on

intra/inter neurons in the central and peripheral

basic diseases and disorders. The patient was 61

nervous systems

years’ old female, and had various symptoms

KEGG characterization results of the patient used in

irrelevant each other, such as migraine headache,

the present study (the patient No. 14 in the original

symptoms from hormonal discoordination, mild

paper [4]) were demonstrated to indicate multiple

depression, continuous skin rashes (occasionally

mutations and their compensation in Figs. 2-4,

appeared in different places), symptoms from

observed after 3 months’ Huaier administration, with

accumulated stresses such as hepatic dysfunction,

a comparison to the successful results to retain

sleep disorders. The memory loss was occasionally

normal condition after 2 years’ of Huaier treatment.

observed, which leads her to a slight lack of

The mutation detected in oncogenes and tumour

conformity to social expectations (usually within

suppressor genes, and consequent alterations in major

normal limits). In walk-in clinic, multiple cysts

signalling pathways were noted in each panel, as used

formation in liver and kidney, and multiple polyps in

in the previous reports (the patient No. 8 in the

colon were detected. As the appearance of multiple

original paper [4]).

cysts in liver was all of a sudden, we, including the

Huaier

effects

on

multiple

signal

patient and her family, immediately decided to have
Huaier therapy, together with endoscopic dissection
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of colorectal polyps and treatment on latent

Fig. 2B and C indicate the rescue of mutated

Helicovacter pylori infection in stomach. The cure of

molecules in the representative neurodegenerative

rashes and other disorders were disappeared within 3

diseases. It was of particular concern to identify the

months, and no cancer progression and other

mutations

neurological and psychological disorders were not

precursor protein for Alzheimer’s disease), ApoE

identified ever after 3 years now. Mutated oncogenes

(apolipoprotein E), SOD1 (superoxide dismutase

and suppressor genes were listed in the gray box.

gene), and ALS2 (Alsin GTPase underlying in

Special attention should be paid to the mutation in the

hereditary

DNA mismach repair genes hMLH 1, 2, 3 and 6.

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) indicated by red

in

APP

(glycoprotein

amyotrophic

lateral

amyloid-beta

sclerosis

for

arrows.
Fig. 2B, C, and D clealy indicates the mutated
molecules, their lineage to multiple signaling

Fig. 2D shows detailed functional rescue in closely

pathways correlated with neurotransmittion, and

related pathway and in psychological system. In

consequent influence to total signaling cascades.

addition, Fig. 2A and B demonstrate further

Mutated molecules were indicated by red letter, and

influences to neurotransmission, siganal transfer intra

the up-regulation by highlighted by red box, whereas

neurons, in the central nervous system. As for

downregulation by green box. Extreme up-regulation

sensory nervous systems, Fig. 3A and B show the

of signaling molecules were clealy demonstated in

taste, hearing, and visual sense systems.

the panels. These were the results after 3 months after
Huaier administraion 20g/day, and these effects were
observed from the first 30 days of Huaier treatment.
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A

Fig. 2
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A

Fig. 2 (Continued)
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Fig. 2 (Continued)

B
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Fig. 2 (Continued)

B
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Fig. 2 (Continued)

C
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Fig. 2 (Continued)

C
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D

Fig. 2 (Continued)
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Fig. 2 (Continued)

D

Figure 2: The detailed analysis of the Huaier effects on each cancer by KEGG biological pathways in the patient with
sudden appearance of multiple cysts in liver and kidney. Multiple polyps in colon were also found and endoscopically
dissected. The results demonstated in the panels were the results by 3 month after Huaieer administration. Panel A; The
pathway characterization according to the originally suspected diseases, hepatocellular carcinoma and colorectal cancer,
by the clinical data. The name of mutated expressed genes was indicated by red color, and up-regulated genes were
highlighted by red box, whereas down-regulated ones by green box. Mutated oncogenes and gene suppressor genes were
specifically written in gray box in each panel. Panel B; KEGG characterization on molecular modifications in
Huntington’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. Note the mutations in Htt (Huntington’s disease) and Parkin (Parkinson’s
disease) indicated by red arrows. Panel C; KEGG characterization on molecular modifications in Alzheimer’s disease and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Note the mutations in APP (glycoprotein amyloid-beta precursor protein for Alzheimer’s
disease), ApoE (apolipoprotein E), SOD1 (superoxide dismutase gene), and ALS2 (Alsin GTPase underlying in hereditary
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) indicated by red arrows. Panel D; KEGG characterization
of the representative pathways, closely correlated with neural transmission. The relating psychological influence of Huaier
administration was also demonstrated. Note that no genetic alterations were detected, only quantitative changes (upregulation by red box, down-regulation by green box).
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Fig. 4 is a compariton to the results from the other patient after 2 years’ Huaier treatment (20g/day), with similar
symptoms with multiple cysts in liver and pancreas. This patient, 81 years’old male, has the same mutations shown
in Figs. 1-3.

A
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A

Fig. 3 (Continued)
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A
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Fig. 3 (continued)

B
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C
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C
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Fig. 3 (Continued)

D
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D

Fig. 3 (Continued)

Figure 3: KEGG characterization of signal transfer intra/inter neurons. Panel A; From Up to bottom, the rescue of
neurotransmission in; cholinergic synapse, Dopaminergic synapse, and serotonergic synapse. Quantitative regulation
of signal transfer was highlighted in abundant molecules by red box. Panel B; Synaptic vesicle cycle were
specifically focused. Panel C; The enhancement of signal transfer in taste transduction, olfactory transduction was
demonstrated. Panel D; The enhancement of signal transfer in phototransduction and thermal recognition by
inflammatory mediator was demonstrated.
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Fig. 4

A
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Fig. 4 (Continued)

A
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Fig. 4 (Continued)

B
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Fig. 4 (Continued)

B
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Fig. 4 (Continued)

C
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C

Fig. 4 (Continued)
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C

Fig. 4 (Continued)

Figure 4: A comparison of KEGG characterization analysis in the other patient with the same mutations and similar
symptoms, after 2 year’s Huaier treatment. Massive enhancement of the signaling pathway and up-regulation of the
molecules were reduced and ended up to normal level.
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The strong enhancement of neurotransmission was

protein stability, nuclear-cytosolic transport, and

the typical observation after Huaier administration,

transcriptional regulation [29-32]. The SUMO-1

and it took 2 years to be down-regulated into normal

modification of RanGAP1 (the first identified SUMO

level. It was speculated to have some disorders or

substrate) was also involved for compensation of

subjective symptoms at the beginning of Huaier

Ubiquitin mediated proteolysis by trafficking from

treatment, but there were no complaint in daily life at

cytosol to nuclear pore complex.

all. The similar down-regulation was observed in the
patient

of pancreatic cancer with

both lung

metastasis, treated with conventional therapy using
FOLFIRINOX [25] together with Huaier 60g/day as
reported.

DYRK1A (dual-specificity tyrosine-regulated kinase
1A), a kinase with multiple implications for
embryonic development, especially in the nervous
system, has been well known to link all these
functions written above [33], and the results obtained

From the results shown in Figs. 2-4, the rescue of the
impaired function by mutated molecules, with or
without subjective symptoms, required to cope with
multi-dementional biological systems with abundant

from the present study indicated the similar potential
of Huaier to link multiple signaling pathways. By the
way, no alterations in DYRK1A were found in this
patient and family.

quantity of molecules. It seems to indicate that
Mono-targetted drugs or simple combination of
possible compounds were not enough solution to the
reality of the process of pathogenesity [3, 4, 9, 28].

Discussion
Thus, the present study provides detailed clue to the
molecular events occurring to the normal Japanese

Epigenetic insights into pathogenesis with mutated
transcriptomes and compensation by Huaier
The post-transcriptional control, epigenetic processes
seemd to matter the differences in pathogenecity
among family members, from the observation of the
altered levels of DNA repair enzymes such
as MGMT, MLH1-3, and p53 [5, 7]. In addition,
miRNA genes are also drastically altered which
associated with CpG islands, that may be repressed

population,

possibility

to

cause

neurodegenerative diseases and disorders and how to
compensate the impaired functions by mutated
molecules. It is a general understanding that, when
signaling pathways interact with one another they
form networks, they allow cellular responses to be
coordinated, often by combinatorial signaling events
[34-36]. At the molecular level, such responses
include changes in the transcription or translation of
genes,

by epigenetic methylation [3, 7].

latent

and

epigenetic

post-transcriptional and

conformational changes in proteins. These molecular
events

are

in

total

the

basic

mechanisms

At the same time, alteration of the expression level of

controlling cell growth, proliferation, metabolism and

WASP and SUMO (Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier)

many other processes.

were detected to support the compensation of
defected functions in signaling pathways such as;
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Ageing process resulted in disrupted transcriptional

onset time of the diseases. Those molecules and

control on various signaling pathways, which

encoding genes were all defined as critical in the

perturbed the smooth transmission of the information

pathogenesis. It is surprising to identify mutations in

to or inside brain. Consequently, it jeopardizes the

all these not only in this patient analysed in the

decision in these individuals on the behavior at the

present study, but also many volunteer cancer

time of encountering the environmental stress and

patients in our clinical research. The patients

personal relationship in a society. A repeat length

themselves and their family member did not show the

polymorphism

symptoms and disorders so far, which strongly

in

the

promoter

of

sodium:

neurotransmitter symporter family gene has been

suggested

shown to affect the onset of depression, however, no

neurodegenerative diseases were not only hereditary

significant relationship has not been detected by

factors but also epigenetic influences. In addition, it

MEGA-DATA

is notable to find their original birth places were

analysis

technology

[26,

37]

that

the

pathogenicity

of

these

throughout our clinical research.

South-Western counties in Japan.

The mode of action of Huaier very much resembles

Although the individual genomic potential to undergo

to the reported functions of DYRK1A [33]. There

those

might be more agents with the similar potential, but

administration is the key for the rescue of disrupted

not yet introduced in public before. However, a

transcriptional control, Huaier has a significant

strategy for successful prevention and treatment of

potential to compensate for the impaired cell to cell

neurodegenerative diseases, with multiple hereditary

communications [38, 39]. We emphasize that Huaier

mutations, requires to rescue many disrupted

can not cure the system or process to mutate the gene

transcriptional controls which resulted in the rescue

expression

of functions. In addition, Huaier effects improved

compensate the impaired functions.

changes

of

and

these

modulations

molecules.

after

Huaier

Huaier

does

slightly on memory loss, especially on a long-term
memory as shown in Fig. 2D. The compensation for
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